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Abstract 

We describe a novel approach for basing the actions of a mobile robot on the environment. 
The key idea is to produce continuously primitive reactions to all the important objects in 
the environment. Tasks are executed by modifying and combining these reactions. We 
have utilized this approach in playing soccer. We describe here the control system that 
controlled our players in the first RoboCup competition. 

1 Introduction 

The subsumption control architecture created by Brooks demonstrated the importance 
of reactivity [Brooks, 1986; Brooks, 1990; Connell, 1990]. Quite simple robots can 
execute tasks in complex environments when they are able to cope with unexpected 
environmental events. The key to the success of these robots is direct coupling between 
perception and action. But these robots are capable of executing only simple tasks. The 
reason for this shortcoming is the lack of representations [Tsotsos, 1995]. 

In this paper, we will show how suitable representations foster the building of a goal- 
oriented and a behavior-based control system. We will describe how the representations 
for goals, intermediate results, and robot actions facilitate coordinating behaviors based 
on the given goals, satisfying several behaviors in parallel, and managing the 
complexity of the system. 

Our control architecture is called Samba. Earlier versions of the architecture have 
been described previously [Kuniyoshi et al., 1994; Riekki and Kuniyoshi, 1995; Riekki 
and Kuniyoshi, 1996]. The Samba architecture was inspired by the work of Brooks 
[1986], Chapman [1991], and Rosenblatt and Payton [1989]. 

In the Samba architecture, behaviors produce action maps. An action map specifies 
for each possible action how preferable the action is from the perspective of the 
producer of the map. The preferences are described by associating a weight to each set 
of action parameters. Rosenblatt has also proposed an architecture in which behaviors 
produce weights (votes) for different actions [Rosenblatt and Payton, 1989; Rosenblatt 
and Thorpe, 1995]. In his DAMN architecture, behaviors send direction and speed 
commands separately, whereas an action map sent by a behavior contains (direction, 
speed) pairs. 

We propose a mode of executing tasks by modifying and combining primitive 
reactions. In this approach, primitive behaviors produce continuously reactions to all 
the important objects in the environment. These reactions are in the form of action 
maps. Goal-oriented behaviors execute tasks by modifying and combining these action 
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maps. As the maps are produced continuously based on sensor data, the robot actions 
are based on the current state of the environment. 

This approach produces a control system that is decomposed into producers and 
consumers of primitive reactions. The rationale behind this approach is that everything 
a robot does is a reaction to objects in the environment. 

In this paper, we will apply the Samba architecture to playing soccer. We will sketch 
a control system for playing soccer and present the preliminary results. We decided to 
use soccer as an application for several reasons. First, we are developing a control 
architecture for mobile robots that operate in a dynamic environment and cooperate 
with other agents (robots and humans). Soccer is an excellent testbed for such robots. 
Second, the Soccerserver simulator enabled us to test the architecture right away instead 
of building one more simulator first [Noda, 1996]. Finally, in the RoboCup tournaments 
we can compare our control approach with the approaches of the other research groups 
[Kitano et al., 1995]. 

In the following chapter, we will describe the Samba architecture. The third chapter 
will itemize the control system that controlled our soccer team in the first RoboCup 
competition in Nagoya, August 1997. The fourth chapter will describe the experiments. 
In the fifth chapter, we will analyze the Samba architecture and the RoboCup 
competition. The last chapter will contain the conclusions. 

2 Control Architecture 

The Samba architecture contains the following types of modules: Sensors', Actuators, 
Markers, Behaviors, and Arbiters. The architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The control 
system is connected to the external world through Sensors and Actuators. Sensors 
produce data about the local environment of the robot. Actuators change the local 
environment as reasoned by the behaviors. Markers ground task-related data on a sensor 
data flow and communicate it to behaviors. Behaviors react to unexpected events and 
execute tasks. Arbiters select and combine commands. 

TASK L A Y E R  

;E'NSORSI 

Fig. 1. Samba architecture. 

The reactive layer produces reactions to unexpected events in the environment and 
the primitive actions required in task execution. The task layer reasons the tasks to be 
executed and controls the reactive layer to perform the actions which keep the task at 
hand to progress. 
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The task layer consists of task behaviors, task markers, and task arbiters. Task 
markers include task-related information about the objects manipulated or otherwise 
considered during task execution. They specify the goals explicitly. A task behavior 
executes a task by controlling a task marker. Task behaviors and task markers make up 
a hierarchical structure. A task marker activates behaviors at the lower layers to execute 
a task. Task markers at the lowest layer are connected to the reactive layer. A task 
arbiter receives the commands sent to a task marker. The arbiter selects the most 
important task from those suggested by the behaviors and sends a corresponding 
command to the marker. 

The reactive layer consists of object markers, object arbiters, primitive behaviors, 
composite behaviors, and actuator arbiters. Object markers connect task-related 
objects to behaviors. They store data about the objects, update the data automatically 
based on sensor data, and communicate the data to the behaviors. Object markers 
specify the intermediate results explicitly. 

Primitive and composite behaviors transform sensor and marker data into commands 
to actuators. Primitive behaviors produce primitive reactions to objects in the 
environment, such as "go to an object" and "avoid an object". These reactions are in the 
form of primitive action maps. 

Composite behaviors execute tasks by coordinating primitive behaviors. They 
produce composite action maps by modifying and combining primitive action maps 
based on task constraints. The constraints are specified in the task markers. For some 
composite behaviors the tasks are defined beforehand. These composite behaviors are 
reactive; together they produce the default behavior of the robot. 

An action map specifies for each possible action how preferable the action is from 
the perspective of the producer of the map. The preferences are identified by associating 
a weight to each set of action parameters. The most common action map type is a 
velocity map, as the main task of the control system is to determine the velocity of the 
robot at each moment. Velocity maps are three-dimensional: an action is described in 
terms of a velocity vector (direction, speed), and for each action there is a weight. The 
weights make up a 2-dimensional surface in the polar coordinate system (direction, 
speed). 

We have specified four different primitive action map types. Fig. 2 illustrates the 
different map types as one-dimensional action maps. The maps represent, in this case, 
turn commands. 

The maps were produced in a situation in which an object was located in front of the 
robot. The Goto map contains positive weights and the DontGoto map negative weights 
for the actions driving the robot towards the object. Similarly, the Avoid map contains 
positive weights and the DontAvoid map negative weights for the actions avoiding the 
object. The Goto and Avoid maps are active; they cause actions to be performed. The 
DontGoto and DontAvoid maps are passive; they prohibit some actions. In the rest of 
this paper, we will only discuss the Goto and DontGoto map types. 

The weights of the primitive action maps are calculated based on a global optimality 
criterion, the time to collision. A weight indicates the time it takes to reach the object if 
the corresponding action is performed. The global optimality criterion enables the 
comparison of the action maps produced by different behaviors. For example, 
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Fig. 2. Examples of different action map types. 

comparing an action map for driving towards a target with a map for avoiding an 
obstacle can reveal that the robot would collide with the obstacle before reaching the 
target. 

An arbiter receives a set of commands and selects one of them to be executed, or 
combines several of them into a single command to be executed. The combination is 
based on the weights included in the commands sent to the arbiter. 

An actuator arbiter receives the composite action maps sent to an actuator. The arbiter 
combines the maps and sends the action with the highest weight in the combined map 
to the actuator. An object arbiter controls a set of object markers. It binds the object 
markers to the most important objects in the local environment. 

Next, we will discuss in more detail how composite behaviors and actuator arbiters 
combine action maps. Action maps are combined by calculating for each action in the 
combined map a weight based on the weights of the maps being combined. So far, we 
have specified two combination methods: the weighted sum (WS) method and the 
maximum of absolute values (MAV) method. 

In the WS method, the arbiter multiplies each action map by a gain and sums the 
resulting maps. The arbiter gains determine the mutual order of importance of the action 
maps. The arbiter tunes the gains dynamically based on the environment state. The 
weights stored in an action map determine the importance of each action from the 
perspective of the producer of the action map. The product of a weight and a gain 
determines the importance of an action in the current situation, relative to the same 
actions stored in the other maps being combined. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the weighted sum method. The maps are one-dimensional, i.e., each 
action has one parameter. The parameter is, in this case, the direction of the robot 
relative to its current direction. The behavior producing the first Goto map suggests that 
the robot should turn slightly to the left, whereas the behavior producing the second 
Goto map suggest turning to the right. Weights of value 1.0 apply to the optimal 
directions (i.e., we use here a local optimality criterion). The widths of the peaks specify 
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the ranges of the directions that satisfy the behaviors. The arbiter has a slightly bigger 
gain for the first behavior (0.6 and 0.4), which means it would win the arbitration if 
there were not a third behavior. The behavior knows that turning slightly to the left 
should be avoided, because, for example, there is an obstacle. The DontGoto map 
produced by this behavior contains negative weights for the directions to be avoided. 
These negative weights cause the second behavior to win the arbitration, and the robot 
will thus turn to the right. 
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Fig. 3. An example of combining action maps using the weighted sum method. 

In the MAV method, the arbiter calculates the weight of an action as follows: First, 
the arbiter computes for each map being combined the absolute value of the weight of 
the corresponding action. Then, the arbiter selects the weight with the maximum 
absolute value. Finally, the arbiter restores the sign of the selected weight, and stores 
the weight in the combined map. 

For example, a behavior might vote for turning 10 degrees to the left by a weight of 
0.6. Another behavior might vote against this command by a weight of-0.8. In this case, 
the arbiter stores in the combined map a weight of -0.8, as the absolute value of -0.8 is 
greater that the absolute value of 0.6. 

The MA V method has the advantage that it preserves information. When the weights 
are calculated based on the global criterion, the weight of the combined action is the 
weight of the most optimal action. When time to collision is used as the optimality 
criterion, the weight of the action that causes a collision in the shortest time is selected. 

This property is of special importance when the objects are located near each other. 
In a soccer game, for example, an opponent might be located behind the ball. If  the 
actions for reaching the ball and for avoiding the opponent were to be combined using 
the WS method, the opponent would attenuate the actions for driving straight towards 
the ball. When the MAVmethod is used, the opponent has no effect on those actions, as 
the ball is closer than the opponent. 
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Compared with the MAV method, the WS method has the advantage that it enables a 
set of actions to be amplified or attenuated. For example, the actions passing the ball to 
team-mates in the direction of the opponents' goal can be amplified. 

Composite behaviors and arbiters can use either one of the methods described above. 
For example, a composite behavior can first combine primitive maps using the MAV 
method and then amplify or attenuate a set of commands in the combined map using the 
WS method. In this work, we used mainly the WS method, because the MA V method was 
only developed recently. 

3 Samba for Soccer 

Fig. 4 shows a Samba control system for a soccer player. The system contains markers 
for all objects on the field: the opponents, the ball, the team-mates, the opponents' goal, 
the home team's goal, the borders, and the flags. The default location of a player is also 
shown by a marker. As this system plays reactive soccer, there is only one task marker, 
the Specloc marker. 
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OBJECT MARKERS PRIMITIVE BEHAVIORS COMPOSITE BEHAVIORS 

Fig. 4. A Samba control system for a soccer player. To keep the diagram clear, only part of the 
system is presented. 

To keep the diagram clear and the discussion short, only part of the system is 
presented schematically in the figure and described in the text. Thus, this system should 
be considered rather as an example than a full description of the implemented system. 

The number of team-mate (Team) and opponent (Opp) markers is limited. This is 
because a player does not know the locations of all the other players. Also, the behavior 
of a player is only affected by some of the other players. Finally, as action maps are 
produced for the objects identified by the markers, computation time can be shortened 
by constraining the number of markers. 

An object arbiter selects the other players to which the team-mate and opponent 
markers are bound. The arbiter receives data from sensors, object markers, and task 
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markers. It sends commands to the object markers. The object arbiter is not shown in 
the figure. 

Primitive behaviors produce Goto, DontGoto, Kickto and DontKickto primitive 
maps for the objects identified by the markers. A primitive behavior produces both Goto 
and DontGoto (Kickto and DontKickto) maps. The Goto and Kickto maps are marked 
in Fig. 4 by plus signs and the DontGoto and DontKickto maps by minus signs. 

The Goto and DontGoto maps are primitive velocity maps. The Kickto and 
DontKickto maps are primitive impulse maps. They present weights for all possible 
different impulse vectors (direction, magnitude). The Avoid and DontAvoid maps are 
not utilized in this control system. 

The reactive composite behaviors produce the default behavior of the player. The 
MakeGoal behavior kicks the ball towards the goal. It utilizes the KicktoOppGoal, 
DontKicktoOpp, and DontKicktoTeam primitive maps. The Pass behavior controls the 
player to pass the ball to a team-mate. It utilizes the KicktoTeam, KicktoOppGoal, and 
DontKicktoOpp primitive maps. The KicktoOppGoal map causes the team-mates in the 
direction of the opponents' goal to be favored. 

We have not yet utilized combining composite action maps in playing soccer. The 
actuator arbiters select at each moment one composite action map and execute the 
action with the heaviest weight in this map. 

The Kick arbiter selects the MakeGoal behavior when the player is near enough the 
opponents' goal and otherwise the Pass behavior. As a result, the players pass the ball 
to each other-  avoiding the opponents - until a player near the opponents' goal receives 
a pass. He kicks the ball towards the goal while avoiding the team-mates and the 
opponents. This means that the task of scoring a goal is executed by modifying and 
combining the primitive reactions to team-mates, opponents, and the opponents' goal. 

The Kick arbiter receives from the sensors and markers the necessary data to be able 
to select a composite behavior. It sends a command to the actuator only when the ball 
is near enough. 

The CatchBall behavior guides the player towards the ball. It utilizes the GotoBall, 
DontGotoBorder, and DontGotoOpp primitive maps. The team-mates need not be 
considered, as this behavior is only selected when the player is nearer the ball than the 
team-mates. 

The MovetoDefloc behavior guides the player towards his default location while 
avoiding the team-mates and opponents. It utilizes the GotoDefloc, DontGotoTeam and 
DontGotoOpp primitive maps. 

The GotoDefloc behavior produces a primitive map guiding the player towards the 
default location indicated by the Defloc marker. This marker computes the default 
location based on the role of the player and the location of the ball. For example, the 
default location of an attacker moves from the half line towards the opponents' goal 
when the ball moves from the home team's goal towards the opponents' goal. The 
default locations of the players are shown in Fig. 5. 

The Motion arbiter selects the CatchBall behavior when the player is nearer the ball 
than the team-mates and otherwise the MovetoDefloc behavior if the player is too far 
from the default location. Thus, the player is not forced to stay exactly at the default 
location, but can move freely inside a zone centered at the default location. 
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Fig. 5. Default location lines of the players. The default location of a player moves along the line 
based on the location of the ball. The ellipses define for players 4 and 6 the allowed operation 
areas when the default locations are at the locations marked by the circles. 

The Motion arbiter also receives a composite map from the MovetoSpecloc behavior. 
This map is selected when the task to move to a special location is active. The 
MovetoSpecloc behavior produces a composite map controlling the player towards a 
special location. A special location is a location from which the player should make a 
corner kick, goal kick, side kick, or free kick. For example, when a free kick is to be 
executed, the special location is a location that is near the ball and at the opposite side 
of the ball compared to the opponents' goal. 

The MovetoSpecloc behavior receives the following primitive action maps: 
GotoSpecloc, DontGotoBall, and DontGotoOpp. The DontGotoBall map is used, as the 
player might need to circumvent the ball to reach the special location. Thus, the 
behavior controls the player to move to the special location while avoiding the ball and 
the opponents. The team-mates need not be avoided, as the player nearest the ball is 
chosen to execute the kick. 

The GotoSpecloc action map is calculated based on the data produced by the Specloc 
marker. This marker serves as an interface between the task and reactive layers. The 
Specloc marker is controlled by behaviors at the task layer. The task to move to a special 
location is triggered when the referee has judged for the team either a goal kick, corner 
kick, side kick, or free kick and the player is the one who should execute the kick. 

A task marker is not necessarily connected to a primitive behavior. When all the 
primitive behaviors needed to execute the task indicated by the marker already exist, 
the marker is connected either to a composite behavior or to an actuator arbiter. If  the 
combination of  primitive behaviors is affected by the task, the marker is connected to a 
composite behavior. Otherwise, the marker is connected to an actuator arbiter. 
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4 Experiments 
In this chapter, we will describe experiments conducted with the control system 
described in the previous chapter. For the first set of experiments, both the control 
system and the simulator were written using the Matlab language. For the second set of 
experiments, the control system was written using the C++ language. 

The first set of experiments was carried out as follows: At the beginning of each 
experiment, the player is moving to the right. The control system and the simulator are 
executed in turns. First; the control system calculates an action based on the sensor data. 
The sensor data indicate the positions and velocities of all objects in the environment. 
After that, the simulator moves the player based on the action and the objects based on 
their predefined trajectories. 

In the first set of experiments below, we demonstrate the capabilities of the control 
system. In these experiments, a CatchBall behavior controls the player to catch the ball 
while avoiding the opponents. This behavior combines the GotoBall and DontGotoOpp 
primitive action maps. 

Fig. 6 shows the first two experiments. In the first experiment, we show that the 
system is able to consider environmental dynamics. The player reaches the right 
location at the right time. 

o 
x o 

x °B ALL x 
PLAYER 

OPPONENTS 

xo 

o 
× o 
x 

Fig. 6. The first two experiments. The trajectory of the player is shown by X's and the trajectory 
of the ball by O's. The opponents are marked with *'s. The arrows indicate the directions of 
motion. Left: environment in the first experiment. Right: environment in the second experiment. 

Fig. 7 shows the action map produced by the GotoBall behavior at the first step of the 
first experiment. The heaviest weight is given to the action for reaching the ball at an 
optimal speed. The optimal speed is not the maximum speed, as the player can maintain 
its maximum speed only for short periods. The other actions that have heavy weights 
also cause the player to reach the ball. 

As the opponents are not near, the effect of the DontGotoOpp action maps is 
insignificant. Thus, the player executes the actions with the maximum weight in the 
GotoBall action map. The first GotoBall action map causes the player to turn into the 
optimal direction. As the velocity of the ball does not change during the experiment, the 
player does not have to turn again. It runs forward and maintains a suitable speed to 
reach the ball. That is, the constant ball speed causes all the GotoBall action maps 
produced after the first step to have maximum weights in the direction of the motion. 

In the second experiment, we show that the system is able to maintain the properties 
shown in the first experiment while executing several tasks in parallel. In this 
experiment, static opponents block the path used in the first experiment (see Fig. 6). The 
GotoBall action maps resemble the maps in the first experiment, but the DontGotoOpp 
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Fig. 7, The GotoBall action map at the beginning of the first experiment. 

action maps have a greater effect on the player's behavior. Fig. 8 shows a DontGotoOpp 
action map produced for the leftmost opponent at the beginning of the experiment, 
when the player is moving to the right. 

The CatchBall behavior combines the GotoBall and DontGotoOpp maps into a 
combined map (see Fig. 8). The best action is marked in the figure. The DontGotoOpp 
action map causes the player to select another path towards the moving ball. However, 
after the player has circumvented the opponents, it returns to the optimal path. Actually, 
the player turns continuously to the right as more optimal directions become possible. 
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Fig. 8. Two action maps produced at the beginning of the second experiment. Left: 
DontGotoOpp action map for the leflmost opponent. Right: CatchBall action map. 

In the third and fourth experiments, we show how the player reacts to changes in the 
environment. In these experiments, the ball changes abruptly its direction and speed 
(see Fig. 9). In the third experiment, the ball changes its direction. The player goes near 
the leftmost opponent, because the DontGotoOpp action map inhibits only directions 
causing collisions. In the fourth experiment, the ball changes its speed. The player 
reacts to this change by adjusting its direction. 

In the second set of experiments, the control system is connected to a player in the 
SoccerServer's simulated world [Noda, 1996]. A player in SoccerServer can observe 
the locations and velocities of other objects in the field and execute dash, turn, and shout 
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Fig. 9. The third and fourth experiments. The trajectory of the player is shown by X's and the 
trajectory of the ball by O's. The opponents are marked with *'s. Left: environment in the third 
experiment. Right: environment in the fourth experiment. 

actions. The observed objects are the ball, the other players, the goals, the borders, and 
the flags. The players can communicate by observing each other and by shouting 
messages to each other. These messages are also heard by the opponents. 

The experiments were carried out in the first RoboCup competition. 11 copies of the 
control system were connected to 11 players. Our team, CAT_Finland, played against 
teams implemented by other research groups. In the first round, we won two out of three 
matches. In the second round (elimination round) we lost the match. Among 29 teams, 
our final position was 9.-16. 

Fig. 10 shows a situation in our first match. Our team plays from right to left. Player 
number 5 dribbles the ball near the opponents' goal. As the goal is blocked by 
opponents, he passes the ball to player number 8, who in turn passes the ball to player 
number 11. Next, player number 8 circumvents the opponents. Finally, player number 
11 passes the ball back to player number 8 who scores a goal. 

Fig. 10. Our team is attacking from right to left. The arrows show the trajectory of the ball. The 
players number 5, 8, and 11 attack and score a goal. 
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5 Discussion 

The Samba architecture is a goal-oriented and behavior-based architecture. Tasks are 
executed by producing primitive reactions to the objects in the environment and by 
combining and modifying these reactions based on task constraints. 

The primitive reactions are presented as action maps. As each primitive action map 
represents all the possible different reactions to an object, a composite behavior can 
produce actions that satisfy constraints on several objects in parallel. The action with 
the heaviest weight in the composite map is an optimal action for the composite 
behavior. Even though that action does not necessarily give maximum satisfaction to 
any one primitive behavior, it can still adequately satisfy several primitive behaviors. 
For example, the CatchBall behavior can select an action that does not reach the ball in 
the shortest possible time or avoid the opponents as much as possible but yet reaches 
the ball and avoids the opponents. The same holds for the arbiters: they can produce 
actions that satisfy several composite behaviors in parallel. 

In addition to the representation of robot actions, the Samba architecture contains 
representations for intermediate results and goals. Object markers indicate intermediate 
results - the important objects in the environment. The behaviors receive from these 
markers the location and velocity of the objects. This reduces the amount of 
computation, as the behaviors do not have to compute the locations and velocities from 
raw sensor data. Further, the object markers serve as an interface between the producers 
and consumers of data. This increases the modularity of the system. 

Task markers indicate the goals (that is, the objectives) explicitly. They are used both 
to coordinate behaviors based on given goals and to manage the complexity of the 
system. A task marker serves as an interface to a task-executing subsystem. All 
behaviors in the subsystem can be activated by activating the marker. Further, the 
programmer does not have to understand every single detail of the subsystem in order 
to use it. It is enough to know the interface. 

The behavior coordination method of the DAMN architecture corresponds to one- 
dimensional action maps [Rosenblatt and Thorpe, 1995]. However, in the DAMN 
architecture behaviors send direction and speed commands separately, whereas an 
action map sent by a behavior contains both direction and speed commands. As a 
consequence, environmental dynamics are easier to take into account in the Samba 
architecture than in the DAMN architecture. This is because the selected direction and 
speed always satisfy the same behaviors. 

We suggest here decomposition of the control architecture into producers and 
consumers of primitive reactions. A prerequisite for such decomposition is that all the 
actions of the robot are reactions to observable features of objects. We have found this 
a reasonable assumption. As the main task of the robot is to interact with the 
environment, it is surrounded by a rich set of observable features all the time. 

We admit that some situations require goal points that are not observable. In soccer, 
for example, each player can have a default location specified on the basis of its role. 
As there are not many observable features in the field, a player cannot be instructed next 
to such a feature. A similar situation arises when a robot is cleaning a large hall. 
However, even in these situations the goal point can be associated with observable 
features. The goal point can be represented in a local coordinate system spanned by 
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observable features. For a robot cleaning a hall, the coordinate system can be spanned 
by landmarks on the wall. For a soccer player, the coordinate system can be spanned by 
lines and flags. 

In this paper, we applied the Samba control architecture to playing soccer. We 
presented the preliminary experiments on playing soccer by modifying and combining 
primitive reactions. 

Most of our effort was spent on developing individual behaviors and thus creating 
independent players with certain skills which they could modify and tune according to 
the prevailing situation. It was thus a pleasant surprise that the independent players did 
actually operate as a team, were able to dribble the ball despite the opponents, pass the 
ball to team-mates, and once in a while score a goal. 

The pass play of our team worked well. Individual players could mostly select an 
optimal direction and a suitable team-mate whom to give the pass. This resulted in good 
and sometimes beautiful pass combinations, where the ball was moved towards the 
opponents' goal efficiently. Unfortunately, our players were not aggressive enough 
when the ball was within a scoring distance. Instead, we had a tendency to pass once 
more and the scoring situation was hence lost. Our pass play operated well as long as 
the opponent was not able to move with much higher speed than our players. 

The defence play was also quite efficient. The immediate front of our goal was kept 
clear (most of the time), but this resulted too often in a side kick. This was one of the 
weaknesses of our team. Furthermore, the primitive operation to make a side kick was 
not good enough, causing failures and thus giving advantage to the opponent. 

It was interesting to notice that a group behavior could be achieved without any 
explicit coordination. The interplay of Pass and MovetoDefloc behaviors caused the 
players to attack when the team had the ball. The Pass behavior favors the team-mates 
in the direction of the opponents' goal. The MovetoDefloc behavior guides the player 
towards the default location, which is calculated based on the location of the ball. Thus, 
when a player passes the ball towards the opponents' goal, all team-mates move into the 
same direction. 

This first control system utilizing action maps proved that the calculation of action 
maps is computationally not so expensive as one might expect. The calculation of a 
primitive action map took 0.5-3 ms on a Sun Sparcstation 20. 

We can conclude, based on the experiments carried out in the RoboCup competition, 
that the Samba control system can be utilized in executing tasks in a complex and highly 
dynamic environment. However, as we did not have enough time to test the program 
thoroughly nor to tune the numerous parameters, we cannot yet say how complex tasks 
the control system is able to execute. This remains to be seen in the future RoboCup 
competitions. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, we suggested a novel approach to executing tasks. The key idea is to 
produce continuously primitive reactions for all the important objects in the 
environment. Tasks are executed by modifying and combining these reactions. As the 
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reactions are produced continuously based on sensor data, the robot actions are based 
on the current state of the environment, We applied the architecture to playing soccer 
and carried out experiments in the first RoboCup competition. 
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